
4th Grade CCSS
Essential Vocabulary

a.m. customary system
acute angle cylinder
acute triangle data
add day
additive comparison decade
algebraic expression decimal
algorithm decimal fraction
analog decimal point
angle decompose
angle measure degree (angle measure>
arc degrees Celcius (C°)
area degrees Farenheit (F°)
area model denominator
array diameter
Associative Property of Addition difference
Associative Property of Multiplication digital clock
attribute digital clock
average Distributive Property
bar graph divide
benchmark fractions dividend
breaking point divisibility rules
capacity divisible
center divisor
centimeter elapsed time
century endpoint
certain (event) equal
chord equally likely
circle equation
circle graph equilateral triangle
circumference equivalent
classify equivalent fractions
common denominator estimate
common factor evaluate
Commutative Property of Addition expanded form
Commutative Property of Multiplication expression
compare fact family
comparison bars factor
compatiable numbers fluid ounce
compensation foot
compose formula
composite number fraction
congruent front-end estimation
coordinate grid function table
counting on gallon
cube gram
cubic unit greater than
cup hexagon



4th Grade CCSS

Essential Vocabulary
hour ounce simplify

hundredths outcome solid figure

Identity property of addition overestimate soliution

Identity property of multiplication p.m. solve

impossible event parallel lines sphere

improper fraction parallelogram square unit

inch parentheses standard form

inequality partial products stem-and-leag plot

intersecting lines pattern straight angle

interval pentagon subtract

inverse operations perimeter sum

isosceles triangle period survey

key perpendicular lines symmetric

kilogram p1 tablespoon (tbsp)

kiloliter pictograph teaspoon (tsp)

leap pint tenth

length place value time interval

less than plane figure trapezoid

like denominators point tree diagram

likely event polygon trend

line pound triangle

line graph predict two-dimensional

line of symmetry prime number underestimate

line plot prism unit angle

line segment product unit fraction

line symmetric figures protractor unlike denominators

liter quadrilateral variable

lowest terms quart Venn diagram

mass quotient vertex (vertices)

meter radius volume (liquid)

metric system range week

mile ray weight

millenium reasonableness whole numbers

milliliter rectangle word form

millimeter related facts yard

minute remainder year

mixed number repeating pattern Zero property of multiplication

month rhombus

multiplicative comparison right angle

multiply right triangle

number expression round a whole number

number line scale

numerator scalene triangle

obtuse angle second

obtuse triangle sequence

octagon side

order of operations simplest form


